President’s Message

We have officially kicked off our new IIA Milwaukee Chapter year and are pleased that many of you joined us for recent programming events tackling the topics of Cybersecurity and Fraud in the era of COVID-19. We are finalizing the programming and activities that will be offering for the remainder of the year and have included for you in this newsletter a preview of a few of the planned topics. As many of us continue to push forward with operating in a remote working environment, our programming in the near term will remain virtual.

In response to ask for Chapter volunteers in the last newsletter, I would like to thank those of you that reached out. Specifically, I would like to welcome Zachary Berghouse to our Chapter’s team of Board of Governors!

If you are interested in volunteering, our future newsletters will continue to highlight available opportunities.

Telia Peter
Chapter President
Summer Events
Join us in the upcoming events for the IIA Milwaukee Chapter to further your professional development. Registration is open and all programming events will be delivered virtually! Use the links below to access further details and register.

Chief Audit Executive Roundtable – Enterprise Risk Management and Audit Committee Focus Areas
August 12, 2020 – 3:00 – 4:15 pm CST
This roundtable is open to Chief Audit Executives leading internal audit departments. The session will be an interactive discussion of how, in an unprecedented era, companies are navigating Enterprise Risk Management to drive real value, what Audit Committees and Boards are focused on and what questions to expect from them. Attendance limited to chief audit executives - register here,

Roundtable hosted by Ernst & Young

Productivity and Time Management Skills for Auditors
August 13, 2020 – 1:00 – 5:00 pm CST
Control the chaos! Get organized, stay organized and become more productive by learning how to make the right choices, prioritize effectively and use technology to help. This course will help sharpen your skills for time management and better manage your productivity! Register here.

Course led by Verracy

CIA Certification from Home
To support the continued professional development of certification candidates around the world and in response to mass Pearson VUE test center closures due to COVID-19, The IIA has adopted for a limited time only, online testing to enable candidates to take the Certified Internal Auditor® (CIA®) from home!

Our IIA Milwaukee Chapter will be offering an IIA Midwest Region sponsored CIA course to support this unique opportunity and member discounted pricing will be available. Watch for upcoming communication to take advantage of this offering!

Stay Up to Date on Chapter Events!
Visit the IIA Milwaukee Chapter website Events page for the latest information on programming activity.
Program Year Preview
Results are in from our Member survey and we have plans to bring you programming events focused on the topics you want to see. Keep your eyes open for upcoming events that will have finalized dates and registration information opening soon! Below is a sneak peak of the topics and activities we will be bringing you in this Chapter year.

Preview of Planned Program Offerings

Technology
- Operational data analytics
- Disruptive technologies
- Technology initiatives
- Cybersecurity

Ethics and Investigations
- Ethics
- Fraud investigations

Operational
- Excel Tips and Tricks
- Critical thinking

Team Celebration
- Brewers Outing

More information coming soon!

Stay Connected with Us!
Follow the IIA Milwaukee Chapter on LinkedIn to receive regular updates on Chapter activity.

Access to Event Registration
Visit the IIA Milwaukee Chapter website Events page for the latest information on programming activities, details on course offerings and up-to-date access to registration as events open!

Interested in Volunteering?
Do you have a passion for learning, networking, or giving back to the internal audit profession? If so, learn how you can volunteer, fulfill your passion and help our profession directly in IIA Milwaukee Chapter by contacting Telia Peter (telia.d.peter@ey.com).
Adding Value 2.0  
by Nicodemus Tan

As internal audit’s value proposition expands beyond its traditional assurance boundaries, audit functions have an opportunity to rethink how they contribute to the business. While many facets may be intangible, internal audit can use recognized metrics to demonstrate its tangible value to audit committees and senior management. Read more.

2020 Governance, Risk, and Control Conference

The IIA and ISACA are converting GRC 2020 conference to a global virtual event, featuring the same high-quality speakers, sponsors. Learn more here.

IT General Controls - Updated

August 10-12, 2020

Learn the fundamental concepts and terminology associated with IT general controls, including controls provided by automated systems. With an emphasis on ways the operational audit can participate in IT-related activities within audit engagements, this course provides tips on how to apply learned concepts to the risk evaluation and the audit process. Access more information here.

Advanced Risk-based Auditing

August 18-27, 2020

This course provides participants with the knowledge to develop an audit universe and risk-based internal audit plan. Learn about emerging and advanced risk management topics such governance risk, strategic risk, fraud risk, information technology risk, and auditing the risk management process. Be prepared to walk away with concepts and tools to develop a value-added, risk-based audit plan for your organization. Access more information here.

Tools for New Auditors

August 24-September 4, 2020

Learn the life cycle of an audit engagement, including planning, examining the internal control environment and audit governance, obtaining and presenting audit evidence, and successfully wrapping-up the engagement. This course includes interactive group activities and breakout sessions of real-life scenarios that teach the essential concepts, tools, and techniques of internal auditing. Access more information here.

Is your IIA profile up to date?

To make sure you receive the latest information on upcoming events and offerings, update your profile here.